GemScribe is the most user-friendly system used for any conceivable inscription such as logos, serial numbers, personal dedications, and much more.

**Give Your Partner an Inscribed Ring for Her Birthday**

Inscribe her zodiac sign or birth date with your name or dedication and remind her of your true love.

**Impress Your Wife-to-be With the Most Romantic Engagement Ring**

Inscribe a dedication on the diamond which will enhance your connection and strengthen your bond.

**PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS:**

- **GEMProtect**
  - Protect your inventory by inscribing a unique serial number.

- **GEMProduction**
  - Mark up to 250 stones per day.

- **GEMSize**
  - One channel inscription for a wide range of stone's girdle from 20 micron up.

- **GEMBrand**
  - Increase awareness for your diamond brand by embedding any image.

- **GEM language**
  - Inscribe any Windows language and font.

- **GEMRing**
  - Inscribe a stone even when it is already set on a ring.
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Scanox Proportion
High Resolution Diamond Grading

CFire
Visual Gemstones Light Performance

Scanox Zoom
Portable Rough & Polished Analyzer

Scanox S
Portable Loose Diamonds Grading

Melee Sorter
Sorting Gemstones by Size

GEMscribe
Girdle Laser Inscription System

DCam
Capture Share & Sell Imaging Machine
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